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Abstract
We propose a new model to explain the neutrino masses, the dark energy and the baryon asymmetry altogether. In this model, neutrinos naturally
acquire small Majorana masses via type-II seesaw mechanism, while the pseudo-Nambu–Goldstone bosons associated with the neutrino mass-
generation mechanism provide attractive candidates for dark energy. The baryon asymmetry of the universe is produced from the Higgs triplets
decay with CP-violation.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
The atmospheric, solar and laboratory neutrino oscillation
experiments [1] have confirmed that neutrinos have tiny but
nonzero masses, of the order of 10−2 eV. This phenomenon
is elegantly explained by the seesaw mechanism [2], in which
neutrinos acquire small Majorana [2] or Dirac [3] masses natu-
rally. Furthermore, the observed matter–antimatter asymmetry
in the universe can be generated through leptogenesis [4] in the
neutrino seesaw scenario.
On the other hand, various cosmological observations [1]
provide strong evidence that the expansion of our universe is ac-
celerating due to the existence of dark energy. One possible ex-
planation for the dark energy has its origin in a dynamical scalar
field, such as the quintessence [5] with an extremely flat poten-
tial. It was shown [6] that the pseudo-Nambu–Goldstone boson
(pNGB) provides an attractive realization of the quintessence
field.
A striking coincidence between the scales of neutrino
masses and dark energy (∼ (10−3 eV)4), inspires us to con-
sider them in a unified scenario, i.e., the neutrino dark energy
model which generically predicts neutrino-mass variation [7].
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Open access under CC BY license.There have been lots of recent activities studying the neutrino
dark energy models. A possible connection between the neu-
trinos and the pNGB dark energy was explored in the type-I
seesaw scenario [8,9].
In this Letter, we propose a new neutrino dark energy model
to simultaneously explain the generation of neutrino masses
and the origin of dark energy from the Higgs sector. In par-
ticular, the pNGBs associated with neutrino mass-generation
provide the consistent candidates of dark energy while the small
neutrino masses depending on the dark energy field are real-
ized through the type-II seesaw. Furthermore, the CP-violation
and out-of-equilibrium decays of the Higgs triplets produce the
baryon asymmetry in the universe.
2. The model
We extend the SU(2)L × U(1)Y Standard Model (SM) with
triplet and singlet Higgs scalars,
ψLi =
(
νLi
lLi
)(
2,−1
2
)
, H =
(
H 0
H−
)(
2,−1
2
)
,
ξij ≡ ξji =
( 1√
2
δ+ij δ
++
ij
δ0ij − 1√2δ
+
ij
)
(3,1),
(1)χij ≡ χji(1,0) (for i, j = 1,2,3),
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and Higgs singlets, respectively. The full Lagrangian is sup-
posed to be invariant under a global U(1)6 symmetry, generated
by the independent phase transformations of each Higgs triplet
among the six ξij fields. Transformations of the Higgs singlets
χij under this U(1)6 are determined by requiring the invariance
of the following scalar interactions,
(2)χijHT iτ2ξijH + h.c.,
where we have defined the SM Higgs doublet H as a singlet
under U(1)6. The Higgs triplets have the Yukawa couplings to
the left-handed lepton doublets,
(3)ψcLiiτ2ξijψLj + h.c.,
which explicitly break the U(1)6 down to its subgroup U(1)3.
So we have only three massless Nambu–Goldstone bosons
(NGBs) after the six χij ’s acquire their vacuum expectation val-
ues (VEVs).
We write down the relevant Lagrangian for the Higgs and
lepton-Yukawa interactions,
(4)
L⊃ −
∑
ij
(
μ¯2ij +
∑
kl
λij,klχ
†
klχkl
)
Tr
(
ξ
†
ij ξij
)
−
∑
ij =kl
λ′ij,klχ
†
ij χkl Tr
(
ξ
†
ij ξkl
)
−
∑
ij
(
1
2
yijψ
c
Liiτ2ξijψLj − hijχijHT iτ2ξijH + h.c.
)
,
where λ(′)ij,kl ≡ λ(′)j i,kl ≡ λ(′)ij,lk , yij ≡ yji and hij ≡ hji are di-
mensionless while μij has mass-dimension equal one. After the
Higgs singlets get their VEVs, 〈χij 〉 ≡ 1√2fij , we can write
(5)χij = 1√
2
(fij + σij ) exp(iϕij /fij )
with σij ≡ σji, ϕij ≡ ϕji (i, j = 1,2,3) being the neutral
bosons and the NGBs, respectively. Among these six NGBs,
three of them will acquire nonzero masses via the Coleman–
Weinberg potential (due to the small explicit breaking of global
symmetries, U(1)6 → U(1)3) and thus become pNGBs. The
other three remain massless as the result of spontaneous break-
ing of the subgroup U(1)3.
For convenience, we redefine the Higgs triplets as
(6)exp(iϕij /fij )ξij → ξij .
The mass matrix M for the physical triplet scalar fields is now
given by
(7)
Mij,kl ≡
[(
μ¯2ij +
1
2
∑
kl
λij,klf
2
kl
)
δij,kl + 12λ
′
ij,klfij fkl
]1/2
.
The VEVs of χij ’s generate the effective trilinear interactions
between the Higgs triplets and doublet,
(8)1√
2
hijfijH
T iτ2ξijH + h.c. ≡ μijHT iτ2ξijH + h.c.,where the cubic couplings μij will be set as real after proper
phase rotations. From Eqs. (6)–(8), we derive the Lagrangian
(4) as below,
(9)
L⊃ −
∑
ij,kl
M2ij,kl Tr
(
ξ
†
ij ξkl
)
−
∑
ij
[
1
2
yij exp(−iϕij /fij )ψcLiiτ2ξijψLj
− μijHT iτ2ξijH + h.c.
]
.
We still have the freedom to redefine the phases of the three lep-
ton doublets, which can remove three of the fields ϕij from the
lepton-Higgs Yukawa interactions. Without loss of generality,
we choose the rephasing,
(10)exp[−iϕii/(2fii)]ψLi → ψLi
which transforms the Lagrangian (9) into a new form,
L⊃ −
∑
ij,kl
M2ij,kl Tr
(
ξ
†
ij ξkl
)
−
[
1
2
∑
i
yiiψ
c
Liiτ2ξiiψLi
+ 1
2
∑
i =j
yij exp(iφij /f )ψcLiiτ2ξijψLj
(11)−
∑
ij
μijH
T iτ2ξijH + h.c.
]
,
where
(12)φij
f
= −ϕij
fij
+ 1
2
ϕii
fii
+ 1
2
ϕjj
fjj
,
and f is of the order of fij . It is not possible to remove φij
(i = j) from Eq. (11) by any further transformations and hence
these φij ’s will become the pNGBs with tiny masses and can
naturally serve as the candidates of dark energy. Note that from
(6), (10) and the subsequent phase rotations on the right-handed
charged leptons, the three massless NGBs, ϕii , will only have
the derivative interactions to other fields, but they are highly
suppressed by 1/fii and thus escape from experimental con-
straints at low energy scales.
3. Neutrino mass and mixing
The electroweak symmetry breaking takes place with the
VEV of the Higgs doublet, which induces small VEVs to the
triplets,
(13)〈H 〉 ≡ 1√
2
(
v
0
)
, 〈ξij 〉 ≡ 1√
2
( 0 0
uij 0
)
,
with i, j = 1,2,3, where the VEVs of the Higgs triplets ξij are
deduced as
(14)uij  v
2
√
2
∑
kl
μkl
(
M−2
)
kl,ij
.
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Mij,kl around the same order as the scalar cubic couplings
μij since they are both controlled by the singlet VEVs (fij ).
Hence, the triplet VEVs in (14) are seesaw-suppressed by the
ratio of the electroweak scale v over the heavy mass M , i.e.,
uij =O(v2/M)  v.
These small VEVs will then generate the Majorana masses
for the neutrinos,
(15)Lm = −12
∑
ij
(mν)ij ν
c
LiνLj + h.c.,
where
(16)(mν)ij =
{
mij (for i = j),
mij exp(iφij /f ) (for i = j),
with mij ≡ 1√2yijuij . With the 3 × 3 symmetric mass-matrix
(16), we can readily realize the neutrino mass-spectrum and
mixings, consistent with the neutrino oscillation experiments.
Moreover, the interactions of the neutrinos with the pNGBs
will induce a small long-range force, which can have direct
consequences in cosmology [10,11] and neutrino oscillation ex-
periments [12].
4. Origin of dark energy
Three of the NGBs, φij (i = j) as defined in (12), will ac-
quire small masses due to the Yukawa couplings between the
left-handed lepton doublets and the Higgs triplets, and thus be-
come the pNGBs. As shown in Fig. 1, the leading loop diagram
will contribute a Coleman–Weinberg effective potential for φij .
Similar to [8], we explicitly calculate the potential,
(17)V (φ12, φ23, φ31) = − 132π2
3∑
k=1
m4k ln
m2k
Λ2
,
where mk as a function of φij is the kth eigenvalue of the neu-
trino mass matrix mν , and Λ is the ultraviolet cutoff. A typical
term in V that contributes to the potential of a pNGB field Q
Fig. 1. The one-loop diagram contributing to the Coleman–Weinberg potential
of the pNGBs.has the form,
(18)V (Q)  V0 cos(Q/f )
with V0 =O(m4ν). It is well known that with f of the order of
Planck mass MPl, the pNGB Q will acquire a mass of order
O(m2ν/MPl) and thus provides a consistent candidate for the
quintessence dark energy.
Finally, we also note that after the electroweak symmetry
breaking, the explicit breaking of the U(1)3 symmetry is only
generated by the dimension-3 soft mass term in Eq. (15). So, in
this model there is no dimension-4 term which explicitly breaks
U(1)3, and thus there are no higher order correction that could
contribute a divergent term to spoil the renormalizability and
the original symmetry of the theory. This point can be checked
by explicit calculations as well. For instance, at the two-loop
order, we have
V2 ≈
(
1
16π2
)2
Λ2 Tr
(
mνm
†
ν
)[
Tr
(
yy†
)
+
(
1
2
+ 1
4 cos2 θW
)
g2
]
.
Since Tr(mνm†ν) is independent of the pNGBs as well as
Tr(yy†), we see that the two-loops have no contribution to the
effective potential for the pNGBs. Similarly, there is no contri-
bution from other higher loops.
5. Baryon asymmetry
The decays of Higgs triplets,
(19)ξij →
{
ψcLiψ
c
Lj (L = −2),
H ∗H ∗ (L = 0),
can break the lepton number. As shown in Fig. 2, the mass-
mixings in (7) among different Higgs triplets contribute the
tree-level and one-loop diagrams that interfere to generate CP
asymmetry in these decays. The decays of the triplet Higgs
will then produce enough lepton asymmetry before the elec-
troweak phase transition, which can successfully explain the
observed matter–antimatter asymmetry in the universe through
the sphaleron processes [13] which convert the lepton asymme-
try into the existing baryon asymmetry.
To calculate the CP-asymmetry, we define the Higgs triplets
in their mass-eigenbasis,
(20)ξˆa ≡
∑
ij
Ua,ij ξijFig. 2. The Higgs triplets decay to the leptons at one-loop order.
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(21)Mˆa ≡
∑
ij,kl
Ua,ijMij,klUa,kl .
Thus we can rewrite the Lagrangian (11) as
(22)
L⊃ −
∑
a
Mˆ2a Tr
(
ξˆ†a ξˆa
)−(1
2
∑
a,ij
yˆaijψ
c
Liiτ2ξˆaψLj
−
∑
a
μˆaH
T iτ2ξˆaH + h.c.
)
with the definition
(23)μˆa ≡
∑
ij
Ua,ijμij
and
(24)yˆaij ≡
{
Ua,ij yij (for i = j),
Ua,ij yij exp(iφij /f ) (for i = j).
Here U is an orthogonal rotation matrix. The proper CP-
asymmetry parameter is then described by [14]
εa ≡ 2 ×
∑
ij [Γ (ξˆ∗a → ψLiψLj ) − Γ (ξˆa → ψcLiψcLj )]
Γa
(25)= 1
π
∑
b =a
Im{Tr[(yˆb)†yˆa]}μˆbμˆa
Tr[(yˆa)†yˆa]Mˆ2a + 4μˆ2a
Mˆ2a
Mˆ2a − Mˆ2b
with
(26)Γa = 18π
{
1
4
Tr
[(
yˆa
)†
yˆa
]+ μˆ2a
Mˆ2a
}
Mˆa
being the total decay width of ξˆa or ξˆ∗a .
For illustration, we use ξˆa to denote the lightest Higgs triplet
and hence its contribution is expected to dominate the final
baryon asymmetry, which is given by the approximate rela-
tion [15],
(27)YB ≡ nB
s
 −28
79
×
{ εa
g∗ (for K  1),
0.3εa
g∗K(lnK)0.6
(for K  1),
with the factor 28/79 being the value of B/(B − L) and the
parameter K defined by
(28)K ≡ Γa
2H(T )
∣∣∣∣
T =Mˆa
as a measurement of the departure from equilibrium. Here
H(T ) = (8π3g∗/90)1/2T 2/MPl is the Hubble constant with the
Planck mass MPl  1.2 × 1019 GeV and the relativistic degrees
of freedom g∗  106.75. For simplicity, we further consider
(29)rba ≡ Mˆb
Mˆa
= μˆb
μˆa
 1 and yˆb ≡ yˆae−iδba ,
where δba is the relative phase between yˆb and yˆa . We thus
neglect the contribution from the heavier triplets to the neutrinomasses and conveniently express K as
(30)K =
[
(4π)5g∗
45
]−1/2
(BψBH )
−1/2 MPlm¯
v2
.
Here the quadratic mean of the neutrino masses (m¯) is defined
by
m¯2 ≡
3∑
k=1
m2k ≡ Tr
(
m†νmν
) 1
4
Tr
[(
yˆa
)†
yˆa
] μˆ2av4
Mˆ4a
(31)= (8π)2BψBHΓ 2a
v4
Mˆ4a
and (Bψ,BH ) are the branching ratios of the tree-level decays
of ξˆa into the lepton and Higgs doublets, which always hold the
relationship,
(32)Bψ + BH ≡ 1 ⇒ BψBH  14 .
Then, we compute the CP-asymmetry (25) as
εa = − 1
π
Tr[(yˆa)†yˆa]μˆ2a
Tr[(yˆa)†yˆa]Mˆ2a + 4μˆ2a
∑
b =a
rba sin δba
r2ba − 1
(33) − 1
π
(BψBH )
1/2 Mˆam¯
v2
sin δba
rba
.
Inputting v  246 GeV, BψBH = 1/4, Mˆa = 4 × 1012 GeV,
m¯ = 0.1 eV, sin δba = 0.1 and rba = 10, we derive the sample
predictions: εa  −1.1×10−5 and K  46. Finally, we deduce,
nB/s  10−10, consistent with the cosmological observations.
6. Conclusion and discussion
In this Letter, we propose a new model to unify the neutrino
dark energy and baryon asymmetry by extending only the SM
Higgs sector with triplet and singlet Higgs scalars. The Higgs
triplets naturally acquire tiny VEVs and give small Majorana
masses for the neutrinos. The model contains three pNGBs
associated with the neutrino mass-generation, which provide
consistent candidates for the quintessence field. The matter–
antimatter asymmetry in the universe is produced by the out-
of-equilibrium decays of the Higgs triplets with CP-violating
couplings. We can readily accommodate the dark matter as well
in our construction by adding a darkon field [16] or an inert
Higgs doublet [17].
In our model, the neutrino masses are functions of the dark
energy field. Being a dynamical component, the dark energy
will evolute with time and/or in space. Accordingly, the neu-
trino masses will vary instead of being constants. The pre-
diction of the neutrino-mass variation could be verified in the
present and future experiments, such as the observations on
the cosmic microwave background and the large scale struc-
tures [10], the measurement of the extremely high-energy cos-
mic neutrinos [11], and the analysis of the neutrino oscillation
data [12].
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